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Abstract

The Bitcoin is defined as an international virtual digital currency invented by Satoshi Nakamoto. The bit coin 
is the internet source of saving and payment. The Emission of bitcoins is called mining. This process is not managed 
by any central government that enables to avoid the devaluation of the currency.  There exist the following subunits of 
the bit coin: Micro bitcoin (uBTC) = 0.000001BTC, Milli Bitcon (mBTC) = 0.001BTC, Satoshi is the lowest possible 
unit of bitcoin (0.00000001 BTC). There are listed the World’s Top 10 Bitcoin-Friendly Countries1 : Estonia, The USA, 
Denmark, Sweden, South Corea, The Netherlands, Finland, Canada, the UK, Australia. 

However, the Bitcoin has its advantages, such as:  Freedom in payment, Control and security, Informa-
tion is transparent, very low fees and etc. and the disadvantages- Not widely used, No physical Form. However 
the bitcoin becomes popular also in our country gradually. The leader company of bitcoin-mining, the member of 
international Bitfury group has established 2 companies in Tbilisi and Gori. That means to open the opportunities to 
the World innovative technologies Map. That can be regarded the key source to attract extra investments and to 
create the new vacancies. All these will have its important effect on the Georgian socio-economic development.       
Key words:  Bitcoin, Mining, Socio-economic Development, Investments, Satoshi, Virtual Currency.

anotacia

bitkoini ganisazRvreba, rogorc saerTaSoriso virtualuri cifruli valuta, gamo-
gonebli satoSi nakamotos mier. bitkoini  aris   fulis dazogvisa da gadaxdis saSualeba in-
ternetiT. bitkoinis emisias ewodeba „ mainingi“. es procesi ar imarTeba romelime centraluri 
xelisuflebis mier, rac saSualebas iZleva, Tavidan aviciloT valutis devalvacia. 

arsebobs bitkoinis Semdegi  „sub-erTeulebi“ : milibitkoini, mikrobitkoini da sato-
Sin (umciresi nawili – bitkoinis as memilionedi). Cveulebrivi valuta damyarebulia oqrosa 
da vercxlze, bitkoini ki efuZneba ara oqros, aramed maTematikur gamoTvlebs. mniSvnelovania 
bitkoinis didi momxarebeli msoflios top 10 qveyana: estoneTi, aSS, dania, SvedeTi, samxreT 
korea, holandia, fineTi, kanada, didi britaneTi, avstralia. 

bitkoins aqvs Tavisi upiratesobebi, rogoricaa: Tavisufleba gadaxdisas, kontroli 
da usafrTxoeba, gamWvirvale informacia , dabali sakomisio da a.S. da aseve misi naklovane-
bebia - fizikuri formis arqona, da igi jerjerobiT farTod ar gamoiyeneba. Tumca bitkoini 
popularuli xdeba  TandaTan Cvens qveyanaSic.  saerTaSoriso Bitfury jgufis wevrma kompan-
iam, romelic bitkoinis mainingSi lideria, saqarTveloSi Camoayaliba Tavisi ori kompania 
Tbilissa da gorSi. yovelive es niSnavs, rom saqarTvelos gzas uxsnis msoflios inovaciuri 
teqnologiebis rukaze da amasTan es  iqneba damatebiTi investiciebis mozidvisa da axali sa-
muSao adgilebis Seqnis kargi saSualeba. yovelive aman mniSvnelovani gavlena SeiZleba moax-
dinos saqarTvelos socialur-ekonomikur ganviTarebaze. 
 
sakvanZo sityvebi: bitkoini, mainingi, socialur-ekonomikuri ganviTareba,  investiciebi, sa-
toSi, virtualuri valuta. 

1  news.bitcoin.com
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 The Bitcoin is defined as an international online 
digital currency invented by Satoshi Nakamoto. The bit 
coin is an internet source of saving and payment. The 
Emission of bit coins is called mining. It was created in 
2008 and is carried out by using the network and difficult 
mathematical processes. This process is not managed by 
any central government that enables to avoid the devalu-
ation of the currency.

There exist the following subunits of the bit 
coin: 
	 Satoshi is the lowest possible unit of bit-

coin, is often used to mean 0.00000001 BTC.  
	 Milli Bitcon (mBTC) = 1 thousandth of a bit-

coin = 0.001BTC, 
	 Micro bitcoin (uBTC) = 1 millionth of a bit-

coin = 0.000001BTC. 
           Moreover it should be mentioned that in Georgia 
the leader company of bitcoin-mining, the member of 
Bitfury group, has entered into our market. This com-
pany has already established one company in Gori and 
Now in Tbilisi, district Gldani by support of “The Co-
investment fund” (established on about 185 hectar land 
plot). As “The Banks and Finances”2 mentions this will 
enable to our country the integration and open the 
opportunities to the World innovative technologies 
Map. That can be regarded the key source to attract 
extra investments and to create the new vacancies. 
All these will have its important effect on the Geor-
gian Socio-economic development.       

 However, it also has its advantages and disad-
vantages.  From the advantages3 we can mention: 
•	 Freedom in Payment (you can send or get mon-
ey anytime and anywhere in the world), 
•	 Control and Security (allowing users to be in 

control of their transactions help keep Bitcoin safe for 
the network.  Merchants cannot charge extra fees on 
anything without being noticed. They must talk with the 
consumer before adding any charges),
•	 Information is Transparent (the person’s pub-
lic address is visible, but not the personal information), 
Bitcoin protocol cannot be manipulated by any person, 
organization, or government. This is due to Bitcoin be-
ing cryptographically secure.
•	 Very Low Fees (These exchange services gen-
erally have the lower fees than credit cards and PayPal, 
if any fees added in order to process the transactions 
faster),
•	     Fewer Risks for Merchants (Due to the fact 
that Bitcoin transactions cannot be reversed, do not 
carry with them personal information, and are secure, 
merchants are protected from potential losses that might 
occur from fraud).
From the Disadvantages 4 we should point out the fol-
lowing ones: 
•	     Not Widely Used - It is not quite widely used 
in the world, as it is still a new virtual digital currency 
and many people do not have a lot of information about 
it, do not rely on,
•	 It May Cause somehow deflation -its valuation 
changes according to the demand, the price and volume 
is increasing and also the increase of its volume is also 
expected to rise,
•	 No physical Form -People may get the cards 
through which they will be able to purchase items at the 
stores, but before that it would be necessary to convert it 
online into particular currency. 
Below in the table there is given the constantly increas-
ing price of bitcoin from $200 to more than $700 in 
2015-2016.

2  http://bfm.ge/biznesi/bitkoin-mainingi-saqartvelos-bileti-akhali-teqnologiebis-msoflio-rukaze/
3  https://coinreport.net
4  http://cs.stanford.edu/
5             http://www.coindesk.com/price/

 Not Widely Used - It is not quite widely used in the world, as it is still a new virtual digital currency and
many people do not have a lot of information about it, do not rely on,

 It May Cause somehow deflation -its valuation changes according to the demand, the price and volume is
increasing and also the increase of its volume is also expected to rise,

 No physical Form -People may get the cards through which they will be able to purchase items at the
stores, but before that it would be necessary to convert it online into particular currency.

Below in the table there is given the constantly increasing price of bitcoin from $200 to more than $700 in
2015-2016.

Table N15

Moreover, there are listed the World’s Top 10 Bitcoin-Friendly Countries6 : Estonia, The USA,
Denmark, Sweden, South Corea, The Netherlands, Finland, Canada, the UK, Australia. The US has the highest
number of cryptocurrency users and Bitcoin trading volumes in the world is increasing. Bolstered by Silicon Valley,
which is home to numerous cryptocurrency, many kind of startups, and the highest number of Bitcoin ATMs in the
world, the US has been at the forefront of the digital currency space. There was conducted a research in 2014 in the
USA, what consumers thought about the usage of bit coin. Below you can see the results.

Image N17

5 http://www.coindesk.com/price/
6 news.bitcoin.com
7
Google.com/pictures
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Table N1  Moreover, there are listed the 
World’s Top 10 Bitcoin-Friendly Countries6 : Estonia, 
The USA, Denmark, Sweden, South Corea, The Nether-

lands, Finland, Canada, the UK, Australia. The US has 
the highest number of cryptocurrency users and Bitcoin 

trading volumes in the world is increasing. Bolstered by 
Silicon Valley, which is home to numerous cryptocur-
rency, many kind of startups, and the highest number 

of Bitcoin ATMs in the world, the US has been at the 
forefront of the digital currency space.   There was con-
ducted a research in 2014 in the USA, what consumers 
thought about the usage of bit coin. Below you can see 

the results. 

Image N17

As it seems from the Chart, young people mostly would like to use it, but the older ones even prefer to own
just gold instead of the bit coin. Most people were not familiar with its existence. Afterwards, the situation in the
USA has radically changed.

In Georgia it is not quite popular but is becoming known step-by-step, as it awareness depends partially
on the time and investment.

In Summary, the Bitcoin is defined as an international virtual digital currency invented by Satoshi
Nakamoto. The bit coin is the internet source of saving and payment. The Emission of bitcoin is called mining. This
process is not managed by any central government that enables to avoid the devaluation of the currency.  There exist
the following subunits of the bit coin: Micro bitcoin, Milli Bitcon, Satoshi - the lowest possible unit of bitcoin
(0.00000001 BTC).

As mentioned above, the Bitcoin has its advantages, such as: Freedom in payment, Control and
security, Information is transparent, very low fees and etc. and the disadvantages- Not widely used, No physical
Form. However the bitcoin becomes popular also in our country gradually. The leader company of bitcoin-mining,
the member of international Bitfury group has established 2 companies in Tbilisi and Gori. That means to open the
opportunities to the World innovative technologies Map. That can be regarded the key source to attract extra
investments and to create the new vacancies. It would be useful to raise awareness about the bitcoin in Goergia in
order to get widely used. All these will have its important effect on the Georgian socio-economic development.
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As it seems from the Chart, young people most-
ly would like to use it, but the older ones even prefer to 
own just gold instead of the bit coin. Most people were 
not familiar with its existence. Afterwards, the situation 
in the USA has radically changed.

     In Georgia it is not quite popular but is be-
coming known step-by-step, as it awareness depends 
partially on the time and investment. 
                  In Summary,   the Bitcoin is defined as an 
international virtual digital currency invented by Satoshi 
Nakamoto. The bit coin is the internet source of saving 
and payment. The Emission of bitcoin is called mining. 
This process is not managed by any central government 
that enables to avoid the devaluation of the currency.  
There exist the following subunits of the bit coin: Micro 
bitcoin,  Milli Bitcon, Satoshi - the lowest possible unit 

of bitcoin (0.00000001 BTC). 
As mentioned above, the Bitcoin has its advan-

tages, such as:  Freedom in payment, Control and se-
curity, Information is transparent, very low fees and 
etc. and the disadvantages- Not widely used, No physi-
cal Form. However the bitcoin becomes popular also in 
our country gradually. The leader company of bitcoin-
mining, the member of international Bitfury group has 
established 2 companies in Tbilisi and Gori. That means 
to open the opportunities to the World innovative tech-
nologies Map. That can be regarded the key source to 
attract extra investments and to create the new vacancies. 
It would be useful to raise awareness about the bitcoin in 
Goergia in order to get widely used. All these will have 
its important effect on the Georgian socio-economic de-
velopment.       
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